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Oran's Dictionary of the Law, Fourth Edition, is the easiest to use introduction to legal terminology

and concepts on the market. It contains clear definitions of the words that most paralegals,

paralegal students, and persons in related fields need to know. The book precisely explains

contracts, laws, court decisions, and lawyers. This new fourth edition includes a CD-ROM that

contains all terms and definitions in the book and over a thousand new and revised definitions. It

also includes an updated section on computerized legal research and overhauled sections on

bankruptcy, intellectual property, litigation support, national security and other rapidly changing

subject areas. Oran's Dictionary of the Law will leave the student equipped with a precise, technical,

legal vocabulary. This book also works as an important reference for consumers and

businesspersons to confidently read a contract, interpret a law, or talk to a lawyer.
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ORAN'S DICTIONARY OF THE LAW -third edition is an affordable legal dictionary.It's not as

comprehensive as Black's or Ballentine's Law Dictionaries.It does have some good features-The

Basic 50 is fifty words that are used frequently in definitions. Some of the most basic words in

law.Directions for help in finding information on unlisted words.Appendix B, Lawyer Talk. This

section contrasts legal jargon and plain English.The Appendix on Legal Research was brief and

basic, but also helpful.This law dictionary has value as a resource tool. The definitions are easily

grasped and the book would be beneficial for the average citizen or student.

Nice compact dictionary; approximately the size of iPad Mini but thicker and heavier. The font is

easy to read in size and clarity in print. The CD is a NOT compatible with MAC. No where in the

descriptions here or on the publisher's webpage state the computer requirements and compatibility.

It wasn't a deciding factor in this purchase but I may have purchased a different dictionary like

Black's pocket edition or something similar and cheaper.

Took a Paralegal Course and this dictionary was perfect for my needs. It was used, not in gereat

condition but usable and good for my needs. I would order from this seller again, highly

recommended by me.

Needed books for my class, this came in near perfect condition!!! Also was much cheaper!

This book came in lightening speed. I was dragging my feet to buy it for an online class that started

in several days, and it came before the class started. Amazing. Very impressed.

I really love this handy reference book - it has all of the standard definitions you could hope to find



that revolve anywhere in close proximity to legal jargon. I am in school right now and I use this

dictionary on a regular basis. The one perk that stands out, is that the entire dictionary is added to

CD (also included with the book). By transferring the CD contents to flash drive, I leave the print

version at home and take the electronic version with me wherever I may be inclined to do

homework. Even if I'm stuck somewhere without an internet connection, I have an entire legal

dictionary readily available.The electronic version is web browser based, and includes the option to

search for terms only, or for terms and within definitions of other terms. The second option makes it

easier to locate other definitions which sometimes help put a single term into better context. Plus,

definitions contain hyperlinks to any words which may be defined in the dictionary already.This is

probably of little use to someone already familiar with the legal industry, but is a must have for

aspiring, new law students and paralegals alike.

Great reference tool and much easier for me than Black's. I used it in my paralegal course.

Fantastic! Helps me with my Paralegal studies
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